Jeep grand cherokee starter wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of jeep cherokee wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the
circuit as streamlined forms, and the power and also signal connections between the devices. A
wiring diagram typically gives information regarding the family member position and also plan
of devices and terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the device. A
photographic representation would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is commonly utilized to troubleshoot issues and also to earn sure that
the connections have been made as well as that whatever is present. Variety of jeep cherokee
wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which makes use of abstract
photographic signs to reveal all the interconnections of components in a system. Electrical
wiring diagrams are made up of two things: symbols that stand for the components in the
circuit, and also lines that stand for the links between them. Circuitry diagrams mostly shows
the physical position of components and links in the developed circuit, but not always in logic
order. To check out a wiring diagram, first you need to know just what essential elements are
consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also which photographic symbols are made use of to
represent them. The usual components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable as
well as connection, output tools, switches, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc. A line
represents a cable. Cables are made use of to connect the components together. All points
along the cord are similar and also connected. Cords on some places should cross each
various other, however that does not always suggest that they connect. A black dot is utilized to
show the order of 2 lines. Key lines are represented by L1, L2, as well as so on. Typically
various colors are made use of to distinguish the cables. There need to be a tale on the wiring
diagram to tell you what each shade means. A series circuit is a circuit in which components
are attached along a solitary course, so the present flows with one element to get to the next
one. In a series circuit, voltages include up for all elements linked in the circuit, and also
currents are the exact same through all elements. An excellent wiring diagram should be
practically correct and clear to check out. Deal with every detail. For instance, the
representation needs to reveal the correct instructions of the favorable and also negative
terminals of each part. Utilize the appropriate symbols. Discover the significances of the
fundamental circuit icons as well as choose the proper ones to utilize. Several of the symbols
have actually close appearance. You should be able to tell the differences prior to using them.
Draw linking cables as straight lines. Make use of a dot to indicate line junction, or usage line
leaps to indicate cross lines that are not linked. Label components such as resistors and also
capacitors with their values. Make sure the message positioning looks clean. Wiring Collection.
Avoid shortages and malfunctions when cabling your car's electronic devices. Print the
electrical wiring diagram off plus use highlighters in order to trace the routine. When you
employ your finger or even follow the circuit with your eyes, it is easy to mistrace the circuit.
Read cabling diagrams from unfavorable to positive plus redraw the routine as a straight
collection. All circuits usually are the same â€” voltage, ground, solitary component, and
switches. The best method to prevent electrical shock would be to USUALLY test wires plus
devices for strength before focusing on all of them or near all of them. Simply shutting away the
power isn't good enough. Further, it's not uncommon for circuit breaker bins to get mislabeled,
especially if the electrical support has been extended or adapted over typically the years. The
signal breaker label might not accurately describe the particular circuit breaker in fact controls.
All electrical electrical wiring and devices have got an amperage, or amp, rating. This specific is
the optimum amount of electrical current they can safely bring. Most standard household
circuits are rated regarding 15 amps or perhaps 20 amps, while large-appliance circuits such as
for electric dryers and ranges might be rated for 30, 40, 50 amps, or maybe more. Any time
installing or changing wiring or products, all of the particular parts you make use of must have
the appropriate amperage rating for the circuit. Regarding example, a amp circuit must have
gauge wiring, which often is rated with regard to 20 amps. In case you install gauge, amp wiring
on that circuit, an individual create a fire hazard because the amp circuit breaker safeguarding
that circuit might not shut down before the amp electrical wiring overheats. Any time replacing
a change, light fixture, or even outlet receptacle, create sure not to install a device that will is
rated for more amperage than the circuit carries. This is especially important when replacing
receptacles. A receptacle rated for amps has a distinctive prong condition in which among the
up and down slots contains a Capital t shape. This shape allows amp devices, which have a
matching T-shaped prong, to get inserted. Installing such a receptacle on a new amp circuit can
make it possible to possibly overload the circuit if an individual plug this type of amp appliance
into it. Notice, however, there is no danger to setting up amp receptacles inside amp circuits

considering that it is properly fine when a new plug-in device attracts less power as compared
to the circuit amperage. In fact, this is pretty normal with regard to amp general-use brake lines
to be wired with amp receptacles. Electrical energy travels along conductors, for example wires
and the metal connections of outlets in addition to sockets. Tight contacts between conductors
generate smooth transitions through one conductor to a different. But loose cable connections
act like rate bumps, restricting typically the flow and generating friction and temperature. Very
loose cable connections can result in arcing, through which electricity gets from the air coming
from one conductor in order to another, creating huge heat. Prevent fire hazards by generating
sure all wiring connections are limited and have full make contact with in the conductors getting
joined. When splicing wires together, constantly use approved line connectors "wire nuts".
Outlet receptacles in addition to switches tend to be created with push-fit cable connection
slots upon the back, combined with the traditional screw-terminal cable connections on the
attributes from the device. These kinds of push-fit connections are usually notorious for
dislodging or failing, therefore professional electricians practically unanimously avoid these
people in favor associated with making very tight and secure attach terminal connections.
Grounding and polarization are essential for that safety associated with modern electrical
methods. Grounding supplies a secure path for run away electrical current brought on by a fault
or other problem in a circuit. Polarization helps to ensure that electrical current travels coming
from the source along "hot" wires in addition to returns to typically the source along fairly
neutral wires. Always follow manufacturer's wiring blueprints when replacing the fixture, and
understandâ€”and useâ€”your home's grounding system to ensure grounding and polarization
remain intact. Right now there are a selection of approaches to analyze for grounding in
addition to polarization. A simple plug circuit analyzer tool, available for a couple of dollars, will
help to make it possible to be able to routinely check shops to make sure they usually are wired
correctly. In most situations, this means the box. Enclosures not only protect the
connectionsâ€”and protect men and women through accidental contact with those
connectionsâ€”they likewise provide opportinity for securing conductors like electrical cables
and gadgets. The rule in this article is simple: you lazy. If you need to create a wiring splice, use
a junction box and secure the cabling to the package with cable magnetic clamps. Never leave
the splice or other connection exposed or perhaps unsecured. Important Tips for Secure
Electrical Repairs 1. Test for Energy The best method to prevent electrical shock would be to
USUALLY test wires plus devices for strength before focusing on all of them or near all of them.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Each part should be set and linked to other parts in specific way.
Otherwise, the arrangement will not work as it ought to be. To be able to make sure the
electrical circuit is built properly, Jeep Grand Cherokee Wiring Diagram is needed. How does
this diagram help with circuit construction? The diagram offers visual representation of an
electrical structure. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified variant of the arrangement.
This makes the procedure for building circuit easier. This diagram provides advice of circuit
components as well as their placements. There are two things which are going to be present in
almost any Jeep Grand Cherokee Wiring Diagram. The first element is emblem that indicate
electrical element from the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by many components. Another
thing that you will come across a circuit diagram could be traces. Lines in the diagram show
exactly how each component connects to a another. The positions of circuit components are
relative, not exact. The arrangement is also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only
shows where to place component at a place relative to other elements inside the circuit. Despite
the fact that it is simplified, diagram is a fantastic basis for anyone to construct their own
circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a circuit diagram would be the symbols. The
most common components are capacitor, resistorbattery. Additionally, there are other elements
like floor, switch, engine, and inductor. It all rides on circuit that is being built. Sometimes, the
wires will cross. But, it does not imply link between the wires. Injunction of 2 wires is generally
indicated by black dot on the intersection of 2 lines. There will be principal lines which are
represented by L1, L2, L3, and so on. Colors can also be utilised to differentiate wires.
Commonly, there are two chief kinds of circuit connections. The primary one is known as series
connection. Due to that the electric current in each component is similar while voltage of the
circuit is total of voltage in every component. Parallel link is much more complex than the show
one. Unlike in series connection, the voltage of every part is similar. This circuit consists of
branches which are passed by different electrical current amounts. The current joins together
when the branches meet. There are lots of things that an engineer should focus on if drawing
wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram should be precise. It should
represent the exact element needed to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested
that engineer draws favorable supply and damaging supply symbols for better interpretation.
Meanwhile the negative source emblem is place under it. The current flows in the left to right.

Besides that, diagram drawer is advised to restrict the number of line crossing. The line and
part placement should be made to lessen it. As you can see drawing and translating Jeep Grand
Cherokee Wiring Diagram may be complicated job on itself. The information and ideas that were
elaborated above ought to be a excellent kick start, though. Jeep 4. True Freezer T 49F Wiring
Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49
freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts.
Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v
pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be
placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be
set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Reznor Heater
Wiring Diagram. Ip Camera Wiring Diagram. Jeep grand cherokee wiring diagram name. The
collection that consisting of chosen picture and the best amongst others. These are so many
great picture list that may become your motivation and informational reason for Wiring Diagram
For A Jeep Grand Cherokee design ideas for your own collections. You may need to locate a
specific color wire and its exact location. Jeep wiring colors and locations for car alarms remote
starters car stereos cruise controls and mobile navigation systems. This information outlines
the wires location color and polarity to help you identify the proper connection spots in the
vehicle. Assortment of jeep grand cherokee wiring diagram. Jeep grand cherokee wiring
diagram aaaa2aaa1aa a2aa1aa a2aaaa3a aaa jeep grand cherokee transmission wiring diagram.
Air bag supplemental restraint system. Listed below is the vehicle specific wiring diagram for
your car alarm remote starter or keyless entry installation into your jeep grand cherokee. Before
you dive in with a multi meter you will want to obtain a free wiring diagram for your specific
model. Autozone repair guide for your chassis electrical wiring diagrams see figures 1 through
Jeep grand cherokee repair of such a fundamental technique as the jeep grand cherokee of
course requires some effort as well as knowledge and skills. See figures 1 through 50 repair
guide print. Wiring diagrams jeep grand cherokee wk2 another important point that you should
pay attention to when getting acquainted with this manual. Wiring diagrams jeep. Click on the
image to enlarge and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. If you run
into an electrical problem with your jeep you may want to take a moment and check a few things
out for yourself. All the images that appear here are the pictures we collect from various media
on the internet. If there is a pictures that violates the rules or you want to give criticism and
suggestions about Wiring Diagram For A Jeep Grand Cherokee please contact us on Contact Us
page. Februari 18, Need wiring diagram for jeep grand cherokee power window circuits
pertaining to cherokee wiring diagram by admin through the thousands of pictures on the web
in relation to cherokee wiring diagram choices the top selections together with ideal resolution
just for you all and now this photographs is considered one of photographs selections in our
very best images gallery about cherokee. Wiring Diagrams. Posting Komentar. The collection
that consisting of chosen picture and the best among others. They are so many great picture
list that may become your creativity and informational purpose of Usb Male To Female Cable
Wiring Diagram design ideas for your own collections. Baca selengkapnya. Januari 08, Wiring
Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase have some pictures that related one another. Find out the most
recent pictures of Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase here, and also you can have the
picture here simply. Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase picture uploaded and uploaded by
Admin that saved in our collection. They are so many great picture list that may become your
ideas and informational purpose of Wiring Diagram Control Motor 3 Phase design ideas on your
own collections. Januari 14, Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket have some pictures that
related one another. Find out the most recent pictures of Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket
here, and also you can find the picture here simply. Wiring Diagram Eircom Phone Socket
picture submitted and uploaded by Admin that kept in our collection. They are so many great
picture list that could become your motivation and informational purpose of Wiring Diagram
Eircom Phone Socket design ideas for your own collections. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of
jeep grand cherokee wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional pictorial
depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, and also
the power and signal links between the devices. A wiring diagram normally provides details
regarding the relative position and arrangement of devices and also terminals on the gadgets,
to assist in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial layout would show extra detail of the
physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic symbols to stress
affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to troubleshoot
troubles as well as making certain that all the links have been made and also that whatever is
existing. Variety of jeep grand cherokee wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the

physical connections and physical design of an electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates
how the electric cords are adjoined as well as can also reveal where components and
components might be linked to the system. Use wiring layouts to help in structure or making
the circuit or electronic gadget. They are likewise valuable for making repair services. DIY
fanatics utilize wiring diagrams yet they are also typical in residence building as well as vehicle
repair work. A residence building contractor will certainly desire to confirm the physical area of
electric outlets as well as light fixtures using a wiring diagram to prevent pricey mistakes as
well as constructing code violations. A schematic reveals the strategy and feature for an electric
circuit, however is not worried with the physical format of the wires. Wiring representations
demonstrate how the cords are attached and also where they need to found in the actual
gadget, as well as the physical links between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring
diagram makes use of abstract or streamlined shapes as well as lines to reveal elements.
Photographic representations are often photos with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the
physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are
attached. A lot of symbols used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the actual
items they stand for. A switch will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot
like a light switch you can turn on as well as off. Introducing the all-new 4th generation Grand
Cherokee:. Active Head Restraints. Active Noise Cancellation. Adaptive Bi-Xenon headlamps.
Adaptive Cruise Control. Airbag, knee blocker, removal PDF. Air cleaner, intake, removal 3. Air
cleaner, intake, removal 5. Air cleaner, intake, removal 6. Alpine edition, SRT Alpine premium
audio system. Ambient light kit, Mopar. Amplifier, removal PDF. Audio, premium, Harman
Kardon audio system. Axles, front and rear. Brochures, manuals and literature. Cabin air filter.
Camera, back-up, Mopar accessory Camera, back-up, wiring, PDF. Cargo, load floor, Removal
PDF. Cruise control systems. Door trim panel, front, removal PDF. Door trim panel, rear,
removal PDF. DVD, rear entertainment system DVD, rear entertainment system up. Engine block
heaters. Exterior paint colors Fascia, grille, headlamp removal PDF. Fascia, grille, front, removal
PDF. Fascia, rear, removal PDF. Floor console, removal PDF. Fog lamp removal, front, PDF. Fog
lamp removal, front, up PDF. Fog lamp removal, rear, up PDF. Fog lamps, wiring, PDF. Forward
Collision Warning system up. Fuel economy ratings EPA. Fuel filter removal, 3. Fuses,
underhood PDF. Glovebox, removal PDF. Grille, fascia and headlamp removal PDF. Harman
Kardon premium audio system. Headlamps, Adaptive Bi-Xenon. Headlamp washer system.
Headlamps, premium - wiring diagram PDF. Headlamps, halogen - wiring diagram PDF.
Headlamps, bulb, halogen - Removal PDF. Headlamps - Removal PDF. Hill Descent Control. Hill
Start Assist. Interior colors and features. Interior trim removal. Jacking and hoisting lift points
PDF. Jefferson North Assembly Plant - 5 millionth vehicle. Jefferson North Assembly Plant - 6
millionth vehicle. Jefferson North Assembly Plant transformation - Jump starting PDF. Liftgate
trim removal PDF. Liftgate,power, latch - manual override PDF. Lighting, exterior - wiring
diagram PDF. Lighting, interior - wiring diagram PDF. Luggage rack, removal PDF. Maintenance
information and schedules. Media port, wiring, PDF. Mirror, chrome trim cap, installation PDF.
Mirror, rearview, wiring pinouts PDF. Mopar accessories catalogs Navigation radios Oil and
filter change 3. Oil and filter change Hemi engines. Oil change indicator system. Overhead
console removal PDF. Overland Summit editions. Paint colors, exterior Photos - official press
images. Power Dist. Center, fuse diagram PDF. Power outlets, wiring, PDF. Pricing, , USA and
Canada. Pricing, , USA. Production, 5 millionth vehicle at JNAP. Production, 6 millionth vehicle
at JNAP. Production totals, Jeep SRT8. Production totals, Jeep Trackhawk. Production totals, all
SRT models Production totals, Grand Cherokee, Australia. Quadra-Lift air suspension system.
Quarter trim panel, interior, Removal PDF. Radio and speakers, removal. Radios, models,
feature comparison. Radios, models, parts list PDF. Radios, models. Radios, models, removal.
Rear entertainment system, wiring diagram pdf. Remote start kits, Mopar. Safety features Scuff
plate, cargo - Removal PDF. Seats, memory system wiring diagram PDF. Seats, wiring diagram
PDF. Selec-Speed system up models. Selec-Terrain system. S-Limited Grand Cherokee export.
Spoiler, rear - removal PDF. Springs, rear - removal PDF. SRT Grand Cherokee production totals
SRT All models production totals Summit editions Suspension, front, creak PDF Suspension
system - standard. Suspension system, Air - Quadra-Lift. Taillamp removal, PDF. Towing,
vehicle PDF. Trailer towing, wiring diagram PDF. Trailhawk concept, Trailer Sway Damping.
Transfer cases and 4WD systems. Transmission, shift lever override PDF. Transmission, 2nd
gen 8HP Transmissions, general information. Uconnect Market Commerce Platform. Vapor
edition, SRT. Video Ent. System, wiring PDF. Wheels and tires, HomeLink is a registered
trademark owned by Johnson Controls, Inc. Infinity is a registered trademark of Harman
International Industries, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All other photographs and or materials
copyrighted by their respective owners and may not be used without explicit written
permission. In addition, all of the above, and below, includes anything, everything and everyone

we may have left out. Dollars and may vary among dealers and markets. We cannot be
responsible for any purchases made through these vendors. For safety and other
considerations , any vehicle or vehicle accessory modifications, additions, alterations or
changes should be performed by qualified personnel using the proper tools, equipment and
parts, as described or recommended in the applicable factory manual s. Any such
modifications, additions or changes performed using information or ideas from this web site are
done so at your own risk and expense. Nothing herein shall be construed to indicate an
affiliation with or sponsorship by the owners of WK2Jeeps. In no event shall the owners of
WK2Jeeps. Links to other Jeep related sites. About this web site: This is a non-commercial
personal web site put together for informational and educational purposes only, by and for Jeep
Grand Cherokee enthusiasts and owners. There are no annoying pop-up ads, cookies or
spyware. Every attempt has been made to make certain that the information on this web site is
as accurate as possible. We are not responsible for typographical or other unintentional errors.
Jeep - Auto - jeep-grand-cherokeemanual-del-propietario We'll send you a quick email a new
Jeep Cherokee document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations are
totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if you
can Pretty please could you help? Jeep - Cherokee - Wiring Diagram - 2. PDF Updated: February
Show full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Jeep factory workshop software. Check out our
popular Jeep Cherokee Manuals below:. Summary of Content. The diagnostics in this manual
are based on the failure condition or symptom being present at the time of diagnosis. Please
follow the recommendations below when choosing your diagnostic path. Once the DTC or
customer complaint is identified, locate the matching test in the Table of Contents and begin to
diagnose the symptom. All component location views are in Section 8. All connector pinouts are
in Section 9. All system schematics are in section When repairs are required, refer to the
appropriate service manual for the proper removal and repair procedure. Diagnostic procedures
change every year. New diagnostic systems may be added; carryover systems may be
enhanced. It is recommended that you review the entire manual to become familiar with all new
and changed diagnostic procedures. After using this book, if you have any comments or
recommendations, please fill out the form at the back of the book and mail it back to us.
However, the electronic control system replaces many of the mechanical and hydraulic
components used in conventional transmission valve bodies. The TCM also has the ability to
monitor transmission faults which could affect emissions. This gives improved functional
trouble detection. The Transmission Control Module TCM continuously checks for electrical
problems, some mechanical problems, and some hydraulic problems. When a problem is
sensed, the TCM stores a diagnostic trouble code. While in this mode, the TCM may not
energize some of the solenoids in the transmission. If one or more of the transmission
solenoids are shorted to voltage or stuck open therefore appearing energized to the
transmission , the transmission may be stuck in the gear that would normally be engaged when
a particular solenoid is energized. The following chart shows the solenoid status required for a
particular gear to be engaged. This is a powertrain symptom PCM code and is diagnosed in
powertrain diagnostics symptoms. Each diagnostic trouble code is diagnosed by following a
testing sequence. The diagnostic test procedures contain step-by-step instructions for
determining the cause of a transmission diagnostic trouble code. Possible sources of the code
are checked and eliminated one by one. It is not necessary to perform all of the tests in this
book to diagnose an individual code. In certain test procedures within this book, codes are used
as a diagnostic tool. Gear 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Although vehicle performance may be seriously
degraded while in this mode limp-in , it allows the owner to drive the vehicle in for service. This
means that the problem is there every time the TCM checks that circuit or function. Make sure
all connectors are seated properly. If more than one code exists, diagnostic priority should be
given to the most recent code. If there is a CCD bus or communication problem, trouble codes
will not be accessible until the problem is repaired. The following is a possible list of causes for
a bus problem: â€” open in either or both CCD bus wires. Problems that come and go like this
are the most difficult to diagnose, they must be looked for under the specific conditions that
cause them. The starts since set counter will count up to starts. This is the number of good trips
since the latest DTC was set. The number of â€” short to battery on either or both CCD bus
wires. The ISS is a variable reluctance sensor. Changes in the reluctance of a magnetic circuit
caused by the passing of the rotor lobes on the overdrive clutch drum result in the ISS
outputting an AC periodic voltage wave form. The frequency and voltage of the wave form are
proportional to the transmission input speed. The OSS is a variable reluctance sensor. Changes
in the reluctance of a magnetic circuit caused by the passing of the rotor lobes on the output
shaft result in the OSS outputting an AC periodic voltage wave form. The frequency and voltage
of the wave form are proportional to the transmission output shaft speed. The TCM determines

the shift lever position based on the table below. The TCM senses this voltage when a switch is
closed. When the reverse switch is closed, power is supplied to the reverse lamps. The TCM
uses the output speed sensor and the input speed sensor to calculate the current gear ratio.
This allows communication with the TCM. Press F4 when done noting information. Solenoid A is
used to control the shift and the shift. Solenoid B is used to control the shift. The TCC can be
engaged in 2nd, 3rd and fourth gear. Check the vehicle battery voltage. Before disconnecting
any hydraulic tubes, hoses or fittings, be sure that the system is fully de-pressurized. When
servicing a vehicle, always wear eye protection and remove any metal jewelry such as
watchbands or bracelets that might make an inadvertent electrical contact. When diagnosing a
transmission system problem, it is important to follow approved procedures where applicable.
Following these procedures is very important to the safety of individuals performing diagnostic
tests. For a blank screen, refer to the XJ Body Diagnostic symptoms. Adjust the contrast to
compensate for this condition. If it does not, false diagnostic codes or error messages may
occur. It is extremely important that accurate shift lever position data be available to the TCM.
Only those components with approved repair and installation procedures in the service manual
should be serviced. The right is reserved to make changes at any time without notice. Do not
use the test leads if the insulation is damaged or if metal is exposed. To avoid electrical shock,
do not touch the test leads, tips, or the circuit being tested. Do not try voltage or current
measurements that may exceed the rated capacity. Do not exceed the limits shown in the table.
The purpose of the test drive is to try to duplicate the diagnostic code or symptom. Ohms can
be measured only in a non-powered circuit. Use caution when measuring voltage above 25v DC
or 25v AC. Road testing is an essential step in the diagnostic process that must not be
overlooked. Along with diagnostic information obtained from the DRBIIIt Scan Tool and the
original customer concern, the road test helps to verify the problem and observe operation
under actual vehicle driving conditions. Just as important as the road test is, there are
preliminary inspections that should be carried out prior to the road test. Always check the fluid
level and condition before going on a road test or performing other tests. Also try to determine
the type of fluid being used. Improper fluid can result in problems. Additionally, a variety of
complaints can be caused by incorrect fluid level. Use the low current shunt to measure circuits
up to 10A. Use the high current clamp to measure circuits exceeding 10A. When testing for the
presence of voltage or current, make sure the meter is functioning correctly. Take a reading of a
known voltage or current before accepting a zero reading. When measuring current, connect the
meter in series with the load. Disconnect the live test lead before disconnecting the common
test lead. When using the meter function, keep the DRBIIIt away from spark plug or coil wires to
avoid measuring error from outside interference. If the gearshift linkage is incorrectly adjusted
because of wear or incorrect adjustment, a number of complaints can result. If the linkage is
incorrectly adjusted, the TCM may sense a shift lever position that is not correct for the gear
range chosen by the driver. This may cause diagnostic trouble codes to be set and a possible
limp-in situation. Failure to do so could damage the module. When testing voltage or continuity
at any control module, use the terminal side not the wire end of the connector. Do not probe a
wire through the insulation; this will damage it and eventually cause it to fail because of
corrosion. Be careful when performing electrical tests so as to prevent accidental shorting of
terminals. Such mistakes can damage fuses or components. Also, a second code could be set,
making diagnosis of the original problem more difficult. When does the malfunction occur? Is
the problem in only one gear range? Is the transmission in limp-in mode? Perform a Dial
Function 70 to retrieve a recall history for the vehicle being serviced. Key Start - A vehicle start
and run cycle of at least 20 seconds. To count as a warm-up cycle, no faults may occur during
the cycle. Turn the ignition off. Disconnect the TCM harness connector. Measure the resistance
between ground and the ground circuit. Is the resistance below 5. Turn the ignition on. Measure
the voltage of the Fused Ignition Switch Output circuit. Is the voltage above Connect a jumper
wire between the CCD Bus - circuit and ground. Repair Replace the Transmission Control
Module. Set Condition: The Throttle Position Sensor Signal circuit is out of range for 7 seconds
or the Sensor Ground circuit is open or shorted to voltage for 7 seconds. NOTE: Low fluid level
can be the cause of many transmission problems. If the fluid level is low locate and repair the
leak then check and adjust the fluid level per the service information. Repair as necessary.
Verify the brake switch input to the TCM is working correctly. Perform the shift lever position
test and adjust the linkage if necessary. Test drive vehicle to verify customer complaint. Note:
Verify flash level of transmission controller. Some problems are corrected by software upgrades
to the transmission controller. Perform this procedure prior to symptom diagnosis. When set:
The Throttle Position Sensor Signal circuit is out of range for 7 seconds or the Sensor Ground
circuit is open or shorted to voltage for 7 seconds. Allow the engine to idle. Is the Throttle
Position Sensor voltage below 0. All All 6 Ignition Off. Disconnect the TPS harness connector.

Disconnect the Throttle Position Sensor harness connector. Disconnect the Transmission
Control Module harness connector. Is the voltage above 0. Is the voltage above 5. If the DTC can
be reset return to the symptom list and perform the appropriate diagnostic test. Were any
problems found? Start the engine. Is the Transmission Voltage above 9. Turn ignition off to the
lock position. Connect the ground clip of a test light to a known good 12 volt source on the
vehicle such as the positive battery post. Probe the ground circuit in the TCM connector with
the test light. NOTE: The light must illuminate brightly, if it does not light, or lights dimly, the
circuit must be repaired. If there is any doubt, compare the brightness when testing the circuit,
to the brightness when connected directly to the battery. Does the light illuminate brightly at all
ground circuits? Connect the ground clip of a test light to a known good ground. Does the test
light illuminate brightly? Repair Replace the TCM. Is the Transmission Voltage below Is the
voltage below All All All 7 If there are no possible causes remaining, view repair. Disconnect the
TRS harness connector. Does the light illuminate brightly? Check the fuse and replace, if
necessary diagnose and repair cause of open fuse. Move the shift lever from P to , pausing
momentarily in each gear position. Watch for one of the circuits to not change state. Is the
resistance above 5. Is there any voltage present? Measure the resistance between ground and
the TRS 3 Sense circuit. Measure the resistance between ground and the TRS Sense circuit. All
21 If there are no possible causes remaining, view repair. Repair Replace the Transmission
Range Sensor. Place the gear selector in the position and let the wheels spin. Disconnect the
Input Speed Sensor harness connector. Measure the resistance between the Speed Sensor
Ground circuit and ground. Is the resistance Below 5. Measure the resistance between the Input
Speed Sensor Signal circuit and ground. Turn ignition on. Is the voltage above 3. Measure the
resistance across the Input Speed Sensor terminals. NOTE: The resistance specification is Is
the resistance between All 13 If there are no possible causes remaining, view repair. When set:
No signal from the Output Speed Sensor for seconds. Turn ignition switch to the lock position
Disconnect the TCM harness connector. Disconnect the Output Speed Sensor harness
connector. Disconnect the Output Speed Sensor connector. Measure the resistance between
the Output Speed Sensor Signal circuit and ground. Measure the resistance across the Output
Speed Sensor terminals. Test drive the vehicle. Maintain a steady speed of 55 MPH for 30
seconds. Bring the vehicle slowly to a complete stop. NOTE: Check shift patterns while the
vehicle is upshifting and downshifting. If the problem is still present, perform the diagnostic test
P Remove the transmission oil pan per the service information. Inspect the pan and fluid for
excessive debris or friction material. Replace Solenoid C. Test drive the vehicle, maintain a
steady speed of 55 MPH for at least 30 seconds. Slowly come to a complete stop. NOTE: Check
the shift patterns while the vehicle is upshifting and downshifting. Is the problem repaired? Set
Condition: The gear ratio is incorrect for the current gear requested. The vehicle must be driven
on the road to set the DTC. NOTE: This code will not set on the hoist. When set: The gear ratio
is incorrect for the current gear requested. This DTC will not set on the hoist. Did the vehicle
shift normally through all forward gears 1st-4th during the test drive? Replace Solenoid A. Did
the transmission hang in 1st gear or launch in 4th gear during the test drive? Replace Solenoid
B. Allow the engine to idle for 2 minutes. Disconnect the PCM harness connector s. NOTE: The
vehicle must be driven on the road for the next step. Place the gear selector in the 3 range.
Accelerate the vehicle to 40 MPH and hold for 30 seconds. Did the DTC P reset? Disconnect the
Transmission Solenoid 8-way harness connector. Measure the resistance between ground and
the Solenoid A Control circuit. Disconnect the Transmission Solenoid 8-Way harness
connector. Disconnect the Solenoid A harness connector. Remove the Transmission Oil Pan,
refer to the service information. Measure the resistance of Solenoid A from the solenoid
mounting bracket to the solenoid wire terminal. All 7 If there are no possible causes remaining,
view repair. Place the gear selector in the D range. Disconnect the 8-way harness connector.
Measure the voltage of the Solenoid A Control circuit in the 8-way connector. Remove the
Transmission Pan, per the Service Information. All 10 If there are no possible causes remaining,
view repair. Measure the resistance between ground and the Solenoid B Control circuit.
Disconnect the Solenoid B harness connector. Measure the resistance of Solenoid B from the
solenoid mounting bracket to the solenoid wire terminal. Continuously while in 3rd or 4th gear.
Measure the voltage of the Solenoid B Control circuit in the 8-way connector. Disconnect the
Transmission Solenoid B harness connector. When set: Solenoid C is turned off and low
voltage is detected on the Solenoid C Control circuit for Measure the resistance between
ground and the Solenoid C Control circuit. Disconnect the Solenoid C harness connector.
Measure the resistance of Solenoid C from the solenoid mounting bracket to the solenoid wire
terminal. NOTE: Place the vehilce in park for 60 seconds. Measure the voltage of the Solenoid C
Control circuit in the 8-way connector. Disconnect the Transmission Solenoid C harness
connector. Press the Brake Pedal while monitoring the Brake Switch status. Disconnect the

Brake Switch harness connector. Measure the resistance between ground and the Ground
circuit. Measure the resistance between ground and the Brake Switch Sense circuit. Connect a
jumper wire between Brake Switch Sense circuit and ground. Slowly and repeatedly tap the
jumper wire to ground. Repair Replace the brake switch. Note: These are just some of the
possible issues of poor shift quality that are sometimes overlooked. Reconnect any
disconnected components. Check the transmission fluid and adjust if necessary. Refer to the
Service Information for the Fluid Fill procedure. Road test the vehicle. Make 15 to 20 , , upshifts.
Perform these shifts from a standing start to 45 MPH with a constant throttle opening of 20 to 25
degrees. Below 25 MPH, make 5 to 8 wide open throttle kickdowns to 1st gear. Allow at least 5
seconds each in 2nd and 3rd gear between each kickdown. If a DTC sets during the road test ,
return to the Symptom list and perform the diagnostics. This will turn the MIL off. All Yes refer
to the symptom list Repair is not complete, refer to appropriate symptom. No Test Complete
Repair is complete. Get notified when we add a new Jeep Cherokee Manual Notify me. Get
notified when we add a new JeepCherokee Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jeep vehicles, were
you looking for one of these? Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or
add your coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals. It shows the components
of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the gift and signal contacts surrounded by the devices.
A wiring diagram usually gives assistance nearly the relative position and conformity of devices
and terminals on the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial
diagram would accomplish more detail of the swine appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses
a more symbolic notation to make more noticeable interconnections over monster appearance.
A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that every
the contacts have been made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
perform the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
unshakable electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use welcome symbols for wiring devices, usually different from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not deserted do its stuff where something is to be
installed, but furthermore what type of device is physical installed. For example, a surface
ceiling light is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lighthearted has a different symbol, and
a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a
alternative metaphor and for that reason attain the various outlets. There are symbols that work
the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams
may be required by the electrical inspection authority to espouse connection of the dwelling to
the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will furthermore total panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed
circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to func
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tion and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded
contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to
running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

